Hollywood Ranch Market

If you were living in America during the 1950s, there
was a theme you heard endlessly repeated: America is the
Affluent Society. Television showed it, professors lectured
on it, advertising blared it, the government collected statistics to prove it. America—the Affluent Society.
America had the world's largest Gross National Product.
America had the world's highest per capita income. America had more cars, more televisions, more telephones than
the rest of the world combined. Americans ate better,
dressed better, received better educations and better medical care than any other people in the world. They lived in
better homes in nicer communities, enjoyed more leisure,
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travelled more widely than anyone else. And as if this were
not enough, life was going to become better still: automation would gradually take over more and more work, and
gains in technology and management would remove the
vestiges of burdensome responsibilities, leaving us all free to
realize our creative potential as human beings.
Today, in the early 1970s, it is hard to find anyone who
holds such a completely sanguine vision of America. The
sixties reintroduced conflict on a massive scale: war, assassination, riot, and rebellion filled the pages of newspapers.
The deaths of a president, a presidential candidate, and a
major civil rights leader, plus the deaths of nearly 50,000
Americans in battle are landmarks of the last decade.
Widespread poverty and even malnutrition has likewise
been rediscovered, dealing a heavy blow to the image of
homogeneous affluence. Important cities are said to be in a
state of crisis, and there is dark talk of impending massive
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ecological disasters. The tone of today's social commentators is one of gnawing doubt rather than unlimited hope.
But surprisingly this new tone of doubt does not
represent a rejection or even a serious modification of the
earher hopeful vision of a homogeneously affluent America;
instead it represents an amendment or deferment of that
vision. The Vietnam War is viewed as an accidental involvement, unconnected to the structure of America. The crisis
of the cities is seen as the result of rising expectations and
the relative starvation of the public sector of the economy.
The ecology crisis is thought to be a direct outgrowth of
America's very affluence—that is, a crisis related to overabundant production and the rapacious consumption of
natural resources. Even poverty, which would seem to
contradict the notion of affluence most directly, is incorporated into the affluence consciousness by its popular
acceptance as a crisis of racial minorities-of black, brown,
and red Americans. Only racial discrimination excludes
them from the general prosperity.
In other words, the basic image of the Affluent Society
in the 1970s is still intact. A recent best seller, Charles
Reich's The Greening of America, even goes so far as to
reject issues of economics as passe, and to lump 80% of
Americans into the category "Consciousness I," thereby
suggesting the uniformity of both their consciousness and
their material condition. Another best seller, Alvin Toffler's
Future Shock, reasserts earlier postwar images of America
by resting social analysis on issues of technology and
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science, and by arguing that the future requires maintaining
and managing an already abundant society. (The fact that
Toffler is more ambivalent about the future than many
earlier writers does not lead him to challenge their basic
attitudes.) In academic journals and textbooks one finds
much the same thing: on the one hand, an attempt to
reevaluate the goals and character of America, but on the
other, an almost matter-of-fact acceptance of its middleclass well-being.
The tenacity of this vision is all the more remarkable
because some very authoritative critics have rejected it. Paul
Samuelson, Nobel laureate in economics, has warned
against thinking that America's wealth is broadly shared by
the majority. Displaying his special sense for graphic illustration, he observed of the present income structure: "If we
made an income pyramid out of a child's blocks, with each
layer portraying $1,000 of income, the peak would be far
higher than the Eiffel Tower, but almost all of us would be
within a yard of the ground."
Samuelson realized that his description ran counter to
popular belief, and sought to buttress his position by further
elaboration: "In the absence of statistical knowledge, it is
understandable that one should form an impression of the
American standard of living from the fuU-page magazine
advertisements portraying a jolly American family in an
air-conditioned mansion, with a Buick, a station wagon, a
motor launch, and all the other good things that go to make
up comfortable living. Actually, of course, this sort of life is
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still beyond the grasp of 90 percent of the American
pubUc."
Yet in America to be middle class is to have "arrived"
for the great majority. Few have the possibility of reaching
beyond that point, and in a country specifically founded on
the desirability of being middle class, few feel it necessary.
However this description is appropriated by all sorts of very
different people: those who earn $50,000 a year and those
who earn $5,000 a year; by college teachers and corporate
executives, and by day laborers and file clerks. The distance
between these is obvious, but is daily obscured by the
meaninglessness of the term itself. Being middle class can
mean comfort bordering on opulence; but it can also mean
outright poverty, or deprivation that is only one step
removed from poverty.
[RICH AND POOR]

Today, the lower boundary of the American middle class
is an income slightly below $4,000 a year, the federal
government's definition of poverty for an urban family of
four. The upper boundary is more difficult to locate
because those who, on the basis of income, are rich
compared to most Americans, rarely differentiate themselves. Fortune magazine illustrated the difficulty in defining the rich by observing that "a man earning, say, $40,000
a year may be hard to distinguish from a man earning
$10,000 or $15,000 a year. He is rarely conspicuous in his

consumption or ostentatious in his possessions." Fortune
notwithstanding, a distinction still exists; whether immediately apparent in his spending patterns, life style, goals, or
sense of security, the middle class man earning $40,000 is
unalterably distinct from his middle class confrere earning
$4,000.
Social scientists, having generally conceded the myth by
accepting both men as middle class, have however gone on
to differentiate between "upper" and "lower" middle
classes. This avoids the awkwardness of using a single term
to describe two very divergent kinds of Uves. But what
exactly is a lower as opposed to an upper middle class, and
how do these two very crudely defined groups relate to the
rich and poor who constitute the rest of our society?
For the sake of argument let us presume the following:
that the poor constitute the bottom fifth, and the rich, the
upper tenth of the population.
Accepting the simple division between the upper and the
lower middle class, let us assign the seventy percent by a
simple halving. In 1968-the last year for which statistics
are available-the upper middle class received 46% of the
nation's total money income. In the same year, the lower
middle class received 22% or, in other words, less than half
the amount received by the upper group.
The situation becomes even more striking if we incorporate the data for rich and poor. According to the Census
Bureau, the richest tenth of the country in 1968 received
27% of the money income, while the poorest/i/ifft got only
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5%. Stated slightly differently this means that the richest
10% of Americans in 1968 received more money income
than the entire bottom half of the population. Clearly,
economic equality is not a prominent characteristic of
contemporary American society.
But inequality of income is only one part of the problem
in the myth of the middle class in America. For example,
liquid assets—checking and savings accounts, shares in saving-and-loan banks, credit unions, and government savings
bonds—are strong measures of a family's cushion against
disaster and its ability to plan major investment for the
future (such as college education for the children). But in
1969, one fifth of the population owned no liquid assets
whatsoever, and nearly half of the population had less than
$500. Less than a third had more than $2,000. If a father
was suddenly put out of work, if a family member suffered
injuries requiring longterm care, or if a child won admission
to a prestigious college or university, the carefully gathered
savings of a lifetime could be quickly wiped out.
For those who survived the Depression, figures like these
may not seem shocking. But few people judge their present
prosperity by the standards of thirty years ago. What these
figures mean is that for the poor, life is marginal, and for
the lower middle class, danger is never far away. Income is
annual, and is spent heavily for the day-to-day maintenance
of life; Uquid assets and debt purchasing are the chief means
for the accumulation of comforts, such as additional appUances, a car, or a college education. And debt purchasing,
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whatever its popularity, can impose not only exorbitant
costs in the form of inflated interest charges, but a heavier
psychological burden in the loss of a sense of freedom.
[BLUE COLLAR ON THE EDGE]

In the fifties, a great deal of attention was paid to the
transition from the primacy of blue-collar work to whitecollar work. Sociologists and popular magazines considered
it the harbinger of a great social revolution, the movement
to the "postindustrial" society. Theorists saw the growth of
the service industries as an early sign of the leisure society
that was supposed to be just over the horizon. As automation increased, the number of blue-collar jobs would
continue to decline, and the service sector would continue
to grow.
The thesis was correct as far as it went, but it overlooked
two important facts: even if both automation and services
continue to expand, there is no way to imagine the
disappearance of blue-collar workers in this century; more
ominously, income for service workers as a whole is lower
than income for blue-collar workers, and by a sizeable
amount. In many cases, transition from an industrial to a
postindustrial economy may mean not an advance for the
lower middle class worker, but simply a lateral movement
symbolized by a change in the color of his uniform.
Today there are approximately thirty-five million bluecollar workers in America. As a group they have made
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significant gains since the beginning of this century, gains
that have won widespread applause from social reformers
and pohtical theorists. But how substantial and enduring
are these gains? Industrial sociologist Arthur Shostak, in his
recent study Blue-Collar Life, has suspicions about the
working man's economic status:
On a first reading the record encourages admiration
for the progress apparently made by blue-collarites....
On a second and more careful reading, however, admiration for these gains gives way to concern for their
durability.
Shostak concludes that blue-collar prosperity is precariously supported by heavy installment debt and rapidly
declining purchasing power. (The take-home pay of a
factory worker was smaller in 1970 than in 1965, because
of inflation.) The husband's job is uncertain because of
technological displacement and stiffer educational requirements. The wife's role is also unstable, because she frequently has had to enter the labor force in order to provide
for the family, and finds the dual life of worker and
wife-mother difficult to manage. Even the children, who are
supposed to have benefitted from increased educational
opportunity, have not been as successful as imagined.
"Blue-collar children may spend more years in school,"
Shostak dourly observes, "but high-quality educational
content and not time alone influences postschool achievement."
For the blue-collar worker over forty, there is also the

nagging memory of the Depression. Many workers feel
equally pressured by unending alterations in their own
work. Shostak says that "a vast majority of all manual
workers are reveling in their persistent fantasies about
escaping the factory, and in their hope that their sons will
not follow them into blue-collar work." For those who
dwell in the larger cities and in adjoining suburbs, there is
the further tension of "encroaching" blacks or other nonwhites. Many times the single debt-free possession of any
consequence is the worker's home, and in it he has invested
not only his labor but a major portion of his psychic status.
To feel constantly pressured from "below," to be constantly reminded of the world from which many came and
to which one might so easily return, can be a traumatizing
experience for those Uving on the edge as so many bluecollarites do.
This continuous tension shows itself in many ways. The
blue-coUarites have a high separation and divorce rate. Their
children have high dropout rates and high arrest records.
They labor under the weight of "an alarming incidence of
little-treated physical and mental illness."
Shostak's study is doubly disturbing not only because it
excludes both women and nonwhites-who in general do
worse than white male workers economically—but also
because, as Shostak himself admits, "these observations . . .
refer only to the unique situation of the minority of betteroff, modernistic, suburban-dwelling blue-collarites. The vast
(Continued on page 55)
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There is a deep, unsettling and increasing problem of
race-segregation in the "counter-culture." It is one of the
open, and unhappy, secrets in the New Left: one which, for
several years now, a number of us have tried to hide, transcend or by-pass.
The secret is out: it is something we shall have to find
the willingness to talk about and to confront head-on. The
exploitation and oppression of the adult world receives its
ironical mirror-image in the race-segregation and classexploitation of the counter-culture: much of this unfortunately, and flagrantly, encouraged by fashionable white
authors.
The matter achieves its most specific and most vivid
manifestation in the rapidly spreading cancer of the segregated two-thousand-dollar "Free School" for white children. The issue at stake in this is neither abstract nor gratuitous. We hear now every day of small, exquisite Summerhillian rephcas in the United States, charging tuition of
between two hundred and four hundred dollars monthly.
The question is posed, but seldom answered, in straightforward and exphcit terms. What does a phrase Hke "Free
School"—or a word, indeed, like "freedom"—come to mean
if it can be purveyed alone to those who have the cash, the
Jonathan Kozol is the author of Free Schools and Death at an Early
Age (Houghton Mifflin).

class and the right pigmentation to buy this kind of insulated option: Utopia by ticket of admission only? Is "Free
School," then, hke jazz, soul-food, work-shirt and cartridgebelt, soon to be Ufted up out of the hands and aspirations
and symbohc yearnings of the black and poor to become
once more the marketable prize of those who have the cash
and clever access to be fashionable, rich and innovative at
the same time? Lord and Taylor sells the cartridge-belts;
does the Summerhill Society now market freedom?
In the past twelve months, after much hesitation, I have
begun to raise this issue in various contexts. The manner of
self-defense, and even of quite vigorous retaliation, which is
adopted very often by those men and women who believe
themselves to be in vulnerable positions in regard to the
exclusion of poor people, now follows a pattern which appears increasingly predictable. One of my close co-workers
speaks of this pattern in the apt, if rather unforgiving,
phrase: The Gifted Evasion of the Central Point.
There is a formula that runs somewhat in these terms:
"Nobody gives you, men and women who are working in
the cities, any bad times for the fact that you have chosen
to conduct your labors among the black or Puerto Rican
children. In the same way, no one has the right to give us
trouble because we have decided to do our work here
among white people. Isn't the education of white children
of importance also? Isn't the
oppression and the exploitation of a poor-white miner's
child in Kentucky just as
significant, just as regrettable,
just as much worthy of our
toil and opposition as the
exploitation of a black or
Puerto Rican child? Is the
ghetto the only place where it
is honorable or permissible
for us to struggle?"
The issue, obviously, as
these people know quite well,
is not the issue of white man
vs. black; Kentucky coalmine vs. South Side of
Chicago. The issue, for that
matter, is not even rural village vs. urban slum. The issue
is far more serious, more
obvious and more direct: It is
the willful decision, on the
part of many serious, wellinformed, and otherwise
earnest white adults, to build
a
high-priced
pedagogic
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